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DUST-TECH MANUFACTURES A WIDE RANGE OF DUST COLLECTORS USING THE
LATEST TECHNOLOGY IN FILTRATION SOLUTIONS
NDT B-Pulse Dust Collector
The NDT B-Pulse Dust Collector is a bag house with the latest dust control technology. Specifically designed to
suite each application and volume required for the efficient dust extraction needs in the work place. Its designed to
handle intermediate-to-high air volumes and low operating pressure drops. Lower capital investment, installation
and delivery costs are the result of the unique reverse pulse cleaning system, which allows for a significantly higher
air-to-cloth, resulting in smaller overall system size.
Advantages Include:
Easy top access
Quick bag replacement
Tool free bag replacement
Smart pulsing
Reduced compressed air consumption
No internal moving parts
External mounted Header Tank makes for easy access
High efficiency
Multiple filter media options
Custom design for volume requirements

Header Tank
Clean air
Dirty air
Compressed air
Filter bag

NDT C-Pulse Dust Collector
The NDT C-Pulse Dust Collector uses the same filter principles as the NDT B-Pulse Collector but with cartridge
filters instead of filter bags. Specifically designed to suite each application and volume required for the efficient dust
extraction needs in the work place. Its designed to handle dust in a variety of applications.
Advantages Include:
Easy side access
Quick filter replacement
Tool free filter replacement
Smart pulsing*
Reduced compressed air consumption
No internal moving parts
External mounted Header Tank makes for easy access
Custom design for volume requirements

Header Tank
Clean air
Dirty air

Compressed air
Filter Cartridge

Reverse Pulse System (Filter Bag & Cartridge Filter)
Reverse pulse system allows the filter bags to be cleaned continuously while the plant is operational with optional
post-cleaning cycles that activates once the dust collector is switched off. The reverse pulse system uses a header
tank (manifold) that acts as a reservoir for the pulse valves in order to deliver a burst of compressed air in the
opposite direction of the airflow through the inside of the filter to the outside, purging the dust/cake from the filter
media.
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DUST-TECH MANUFACTURES HIGH EFFICIENCY CYCLONES, MULTI CYCLONES,
ENTRAINMENT VESSELS & HOLDING BIN SYSTEMS
NDT C-clone Dust Collector
The NDT C-clone Dust Collector is designed to separate heavy dust particles from
an air stream by means of centrifugal forces without the use of filters. Rotational
effects and gravity are used to separate mixtures of solids and air. Its designed to
handle bigger dust particles in a various applications.
Advantages Include:
No filters
No compressed air requirements
No pumps
No access requirements

DUST-TECH MANUFACTURES A WIDE RANGE OF WET SCRUBBERS
NDT S-Scrub
The NDT S-scrub works by spraying scrubbing liquor in the air stream to encapsulate
dust and fume particles, either inside the scrubbing vessel or inlet venturi, depending
on type. Specifically designed to suite each other application and volume required for
the efficient dust and fume extraction needs in the work place. Wet scrubbers are
effective pollution control equipment for removing particles and/or gases from industrial
emmisions.Scrubbers operate by introducing the dirty air into a scrubbing liquid, typically
water.

Scrubber Types Include:
Conventional Type Scrubbers
Venturi Scrubbers
Multi Verturi Scrubbers
Packed Pall Ring Scrubbers

Typical scrubber systems consists of a scrubbing vessel, fan, mist eliminator, reticulation
system which includes a pump and different slurry handling options, such as sumps, cascade
sumps, slurry pump-away systems or gravity out-flow systems and an exhaust stack. All the
different scrubbing arrangements can be fitted with optional instrumentation to monitor and
control these types of systems.
Advantages Include:
No filters
No compressed air requirements
Fume scrubbing abilities
Easy access to replacement parts
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DUST-TECH MANUFACTURES SPRAY BOOTHS FOR DIFFERENT APPLICATIONS
INCLUDING SHOT BLAST AND SHOT RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS TO CATER FOR ENTIRE
COATING SYSTEMS
NDT S-Booth
We manufacture complete Spray Booths that complies with fire regulations and SA municipal by-laws as well as stand
alone plenum extraction units for existing spray rooms. Clean air plenums are also part of the stand alone units together
with other accessories such as fire dampers, flame proof lights and personnel escape doors.

Typical Spray Booths
Ventilation Systems
Dust-Tech also offers complete ventilation solutions, from industrial factories to office ventilation and ablution facility
extraction systems.

Typical Ventilation
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DUST-TECH INTRODUCES A NEW COST EFFECTIVE PLC CONTROL SYSTEM THAT CAN BE
INSTALLED ON ALL DUST EXTRACTION SYSTEMS
NDT P-Control
The NDT P-Control uses a cost effective PLC to control and monitor dist and fume extraction units. This module allows
instrumentation to be controlled and monitored to ensure your dust extraction system is operating correctly,
maintained regularly and thereby saving unplanned maintainace and repair costs as well as production losses. The
P-Control together with a GSM Module can notify operators, maintance managers, or any other personnel of any changes
to their dust extraction systems via sms, e.g. should a fan motor or pump trip while the plant is in production, the “fan trip”
will be sent to the relevant parties in order to reset/rectify to avoid any production losses The P-Control can also be
integrated to existing SCADA system to optimize production and control.
P-Control can monitor and/or control the following:
Fan and Pumps

Airflow
Filters
Reverse pulse system
Retiulation
Discharges
...and more!

- Motor speed
- Running amps
- Temperature
- Vibration
- Operating time
- Pressure
- Volume
- Air speed
- Pressure drop
- Emissions
- Filter cleaning cycles
- Header tank pressure
- Pulse valve timing and duration
- Shutdown cleaing cycle
- Water pressure
- Water flow
- Water volume
- Collection receptacle
- Rotary/Double flap valves/screw conveyors
- Levels control

DUST-TECH ALSO DESIGNES, MANUFACTURES AND INSTALL PNEUMATIC CONVEYING
SYSTEMS
NDT PN-Matic
The NDT PN-Matic conveying system transfers powders, granules, and other dry bulk materials through an enclosed
horizontal or vertical conveying line. The motive force for this transfer comes from a combination of pressure
differential and the flow of air (or other gas) driven by a blower or fan. By controlling the pressure or vacuum and the
airflow inside the conveying line, the system can successfully convey the materials.
Advantages of Pheumatic Conveying
Pheumatic conveying provides several advantages over the mechanical conveying. A pheumatic conveying system
can be configured with bends to fit around existing equipment, giving it more flexibilitythan a mechanical conveyor
with its typically straight conveying path. This alos means that pneumatic conveying systems occupy less space than
a comparable mechanical conveyor. The pheumatic conveying system is totally enclosed, unlike many mechanical
conveyors, which enables the pneumatic system to contain dust. The pneumatic conveying system typically has fewer
moving parts to maintain than a mechanical conveyor, as well.
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DUST-TECH MANUFACTURES A WIDE RANGE OF DUCTING
Ducting
Dust-Tech can design, manufacture, supply and install a variety of different and complete balanced duct systems
including the design of the capture hoods for the effective dust control. Dust system are designed for new or
existing dust extraction systems.

Design of Duct Systems
Volume of extraction points, conveying velocities as well as duct pressures are designed using our AIR-TECH
design program that automatically calculates the values, diameters and final volume/pressure/velocity required
at source and total system requirements.
Round ducts
From diameter 75 - 1600

Wall thickness
Joints

- Mild Steel (Painted or Hot Dipped Galvanised)
- Stainless Steel (Various Grades)
- Galvanised
- Spiral
- 0.6 - 5mm
- Big-end Small-end Locked Formed
- Big-end S Fully Welded
- Quick Release Lock Formed
- Flanged Lock Formed
- Flanged Fully Welded

Square and Rectangular ducts
From sizes 50 - 3000
Wall thickness
Joints

- Mild Steel (Painted or Hot Galvanised)
- Stainless Steel (Various Grades)
- Galvanised
- 0.6 - 5mm
- Mezz Flange Lock Formedg
- Flanged Lock Formed
- Flanged Full Welded

Duct Accessories
Dust-Tech also manufactures accessories for all duct types. Proucts that are supplied with our duct systems such as
sliding dampers, butterfly dampers, hoods, flexible ducting, vacuum points, etc. can also be installed to existing duct
systems to optimize extraction efficiencies.
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DUST-TECH ALSO SUPPLIES ACCESSORIES
Accessories and Allied Equipment
Apart from our excellent dust extraction systems, Dust-Tech also supplies the industry with accompanied equipment
for existing dust extraction system as well as accessories and replacement parts.
Spares Include:
Filter bags
Filter cages
Cartridge filters
Panel filters
Paint arrester filters
Pocket filters
Pulse valves
Pulse valve kits
Sequential timer cards
Door gaskets
Scrubber nozzles
Mist eliminators

Flexible duct
HD clamps
Bulk head fittings
Pneumatic fittings
Flow meters
Pressure sensors/transmitters
Pressure gauges
Pressure relieve valves
Pressure regulators
Water traps
Dampers
Compensators

Accessories Include:
Rotary valves
Double flap valves
Screw conveyors
Collection drums
Complete reverse pulse systems
Sound attenuation
P-Control systems - PLC
Instrumentation
Reticulation pumps
Slurry pumps
Ducting

Centrifugal fans
Axial flow fans
Plate mount axials
Floorsweeps
Vacuum points
Control dampers
Shut off dampers
Welding arms
Standard hoods
Swivel hoods
Louvres

DUST-TECH INSTALLATIONS, SERVICES, REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE
Dust-Tech Installations
Our installations teams are fully trained in the field of construcion and certified for most site working enviroments including:
Working at Heights
Harness use and inspection
Scaffold erection
Scaffold inspection
Legal Liability
First Aid and Fire Fighting

HIRA (Hazard Identification and Risk Assessment) and DSTI’s
Hand tools
Portable Power Equipment
Motorized elevated platform machinery
Safe Lifting Practice
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Curtaire
An air curtain is a machine that blows a controlled stream of air across an opening to the other side to create an air
seal wall. Available air curtains range from multipurpose designs to models for drive-through openings. This seal
separates different environments while allowing a smooth, uninterrupted flow of traffic and unobstructed vision
through the opening. They also help to stop the infiltration of airborne pollutants and flying insects. It also provides
sizable energy savings and increased personal comfort when applied in industrial or commercial settings due to the
containment of heated- or conditioned air.

How it Works
Air is brought into the unit through the intake of the fan and/or upstream filter unit. Air then enters the fan housing
and is accelerated by the fan where the high velocity air equalizes in pressure and discharges through the Venturi
outlet at the bottom of plenum. Double deflection plates provides manoeuvrability to adjust the air flow direction to
the desired angle for the air to reach the floor.

Benefits of using a Curtaire:
Safe environment support by increasing ventilation
Energy savings due to shorter run times of air handler or compressor
Energy savings through control of air transfer
Maintain operator/employee/customer comfort
Increase productivity due to stable temperatures
Reduce flying insect infiltration
Unhindered traffic flow
Visibility across the threshold
Maintain usable space around the door
Elimination of ice and fog in cold storage area

Self-supporting casing construction made of galvanized steel plate, stainless steel are available on request.
Perforated inlet grille with filter functions and easy service. Dusty environments can be fitted with our filter units.

Optional extras
Motion Sensor
Combination Roller/Plunger Door Switch
Built-in Time Delay Relay
Industrial Magnetic Door Switch
Track-Mounted Door Switch
Roller shutter Door Switch

Designed to cover and benefit a variety of doors and applications such as:
Delivery & dispatch dock Doors
Cold Storage
Warehouse Doors
Food/Material Processing
Manufacturing Access
Distribution Centers
Hangars

DUST-TECH CONTACT DETAILS
Physical Address

25 Pulley street
Boltonia
Krugersdorp
Gauteng
South Africa

Postal Address

P.O. Box 2734
Krugersdorp
1739

Contact Numbers

+27 (0)11 660-7925
+27 (0)11 660-7991 fax

Web

www.dust-tech.co.za

Email

info@dust-tech.co.za
sales@dust-tech.co.za

